BARD COLLEGE
TRANSITION LIST
SPRING 2017 TO FALL 2017

DISTINGUISHED FACULTY
Dawn Lundy Martin, Distinguished Writer in Residence (visiting spring 2018)
Karan Mahajan, Bard Fiction Prize Winner 2017

NEW TENURE-LINE FACULTY
Antonio Kontos, Assistant Professor of Physics
Gregory “Duff” Morton, Assistant Professor of Anthropology
Felipe Rezende, Associate Professor of Economics/Director of the Economics and Finance Program

TO TENURE-LINE
Ephraim Asili, Assistant Professor of Film and Electronic Arts
Laura Ford, Assistant Professor of Sociology

PROMOTION AND/OR TENURE
Ben Coonley promoted to tenured Associate Professor of Film and Electronic Arts
Elizabeth Holt promoted to tenured Associate Professor of Arabic
Brooke Jude promoted to Associate Professor of Biology
Allison McKim promoted to tenured Associate Professor of Sociology
Olga Voronina promoted to tenured Associate Professor of Russian

NEW VISITING FACULTY
Souleymane (Solo) Badolo, Artist in Residence (fall 2017 and fall 2018)
Susan Blake, Visiting Klemens von Klemperer Hannah Arendt Center Teaching Fellow (2017-2018)
Joan Combellick, Visiting Assistant Professor of Philosophy (2017-2019)
Liza Dickinson, Visiting Artist in Residence in Theater and Performance (fall 2017)
Galit Eilat, Keith Haring Fellow in Art and Activism (2017-2018)
Rivka Galchen, Visiting Associate Professor of Written Arts (fall 2017)
Paul Hembree, Visiting Assistant Professor of Music (fall 2017)
Jason Kavett, Visiting Assistant Professor of German Studies (2017-2019)
Matthew Lynch, Visiting Instructor in Religion (2017-2018)
Artemy Magun, Visiting Professor of Political Studies (fall 2017)
Liudmila Malyshava, Visiting Lecturer in Economics (fall 2017)
Susan Mechanic-Meyers, Visiting Assistant Professor of Biology (fall 2017)
Karen Raizen, Visiting Assistant Professor of Italian (2017-2018)
Lena Retamoso, Visiting Assistant Professor of Spanish (2017-2018)
Javier Rodríguez Fernández, Visiting Assistant Professor of Spanish (2017-2018)
Robyn Smyth, Visiting Assistant Professor of Environmental & Urban Studies (2017-2019)
Oli Stepahano, Visiting Assistant Professor in Philosophy (2017-2018)
David Szlasa, Visiting Artist in Residence in Theater and Performance (fall 2017)
John Weinstein, Dean of the Early Colleges
FACULTY GOING ON SABBATICAL

Susan Aberth
Alexandre Benson (LOA S18)
John Cullinan (LOA S18)
Lauren Curtis (LOA S18)
Laurie Dahlberg
Eli Dueker
Kris Feder
Simon Gilhooley (LOA S18)
Hal Haggard (LOA S18)
Arseny Khakhalin
Peter Klein (LOA S18)

FACULTY RETURNING FROM SABBATICAL

Christian Crouch (F16 LOA)
Sven Anderson
Sanjib Baruah
Tim Davis

FACULTY GOING (or continuing) ON LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Daniel Berthold (sabb S18)
Ian Buruma
Maria Cecire
Teju Cole
Miriam Felton-Dansky
Olivier Giovannoni
Ann Lauterbach

FACULTY RETURNING FROM LEAVE OF ABSENCE

Peggy Ahwesh (2016-2017)
Mario Bick (2016-2017)
Diana Brown (2016-2017)
Katherine Boivin (F16 Sabb)
Omar Cheta (F16 Sabb)
Sarah Dunphy-Lelii (F16 Sabb)

OTHER CHANGES

Jules Albertini returning to one course (fall 2017)
Erika Allen continuing (2017-2018)
Thomas Bartscherer to Peter Sourian Senior Lecturer in the Humanities (2017-2022)
Justin Vivian Bond continuing (fall 2017)
Adriane Colburn continuing (2017-2020)
Mark Danner teaching (fall 2017)
Daniella Dooling continuing (2017-2020)
Helen Epstein continuing (2017-2018)
John Esposito continuing (2017-2020)
John Ferguson not teaching
Jack Ferver to two-thirds time (2017-2019)
Donna Ford Grover to Visiting Associate Professor of Literature and American Studies
Jeffrey Gibson continuing (2017-2018)
Marka Gustavsson continuing (2017-2019)
Ben Hale continuing (2017-2018)
Jeremiah Hall continuing one course (fall 2017)
Samantha Hill to half-time (2017-2018)
Michelle Hoffman to half-time (2017-2019)
Michael Ives to Poet in Residence
Jeff Jurgens to one-third time in undergraduate college (2017-2018)
Erika Kiesewetter continuing (2017-2018)
Lisa Krueger-Chandler to half-time (2017-2018)
Gideon Lester continuing (2017-2022)
Rana Liebert to two-thirds time (2017-2018)
Erica Lindsay continuing (2017-2020)
Medrie MacPhee continuing (2017-2022)
Christopher McIntosh continuing (2017-2018)
Blair McMillen continuing (2017-2020)
Daniel Mendelsohn not teaching (fall 2017)
Bradford Morrow continuing (2017-2022)
Isabel O’Connell continuing (2017-2018)
Phil Pardi not teaching
Jennifer Phillips teaching one cross-listed CECP/EUS undergraduate course (fall 2017)
Emily Pollina continuing (2017-2018)
John Ryle teaching fall semesters (2017 and 2018)
Lisa Sanditz continuing (2017-2020)
Matt Sargent to full-time (2017-2018)
Joseph Santore continuing (2017-2020)
Frank Scalzo continuing as Health Advisor 2017-2020
Monique Segarra (BCEP) teaching one cross-listed CEP/EUS course (fall 2017)
Michelle Sipes continuing (fall 2017)
Jacqueline Soohen and Richard Rowlcy (BIG NOISE) returning to one course (fall 2017)
I. Ketut Suadin continuing (2017-2018)
Julianne Swartz continuing (2017-2020)
Erika Switzer continuing (2017-2018)
Jean Wagner continuing (2017-2020)
Robert Hardwick Weston to Continuing Associate Professor of Humanities (2017-2022)
Japheth Wood to full-time (2017-2018)
Ruth Zisman to four-fifths time (2017-2019)

FACULTY LEAVING THE UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGE

Ike Achebe
Alaa Al-Aswany
Mario Bick, retiring
Robert Bielecki, retiring (ugrad only)
Christopher Bowser
Diana Brown, retiring
Olga Bush
Joshua Cooperman
Marco Dees
Larry Fink, retiring
Mar Gomez Glez

Brent Green
Collin Jennings
John Kelly
Porochista Khakpour
Eleni-Alexandra Kontou
Marc Koyack
Norman Manea, retiring
Sara Marzioli
Fiona Otway
Tere O'Connor
Ugur Peçe

Jonah Rubin
Khondaker Salehin
Shinique Smith
Fernando Silva
EmmaGrace Skove-Epes
Michael Staunton
Naomi Thornton, retiring
Kritika Yegnashankaran
Junji Yoshida